We discuss the problem of constructing differential operators for the generalized IBP reduction algorithms at the 2-loop level. A deeply optimized software allows one to efficiently construct such operators for the first non-degenerate 2-loop cases. The most efficient approach is found to be via the so-called partial operators that are much simpler than the complete ones, and that affect the power of only one of the polynomials in the product.
Introduction
The IBP reduction algorithms based on the so-called integration-by-parts identities [1] are a standard tool of multiloop calculations. In ref. [2] , a rather general version was suggested, based on a theorem due to Bernstein [3] . However, finding the corresponding differential operators in a systematic fashion proved to be extremely hard. In calculations, only the explicit solution for the one-loop case found in [2] was used (the so-called minimal BTapproach [4] ), and some partial results related to 2-loop integrals were published [5] . We have managed to cross the 2-loop barrier for the construction of complete operators of this kind. This does not mean one can freely construct such operators for arbitrary 2-loop diagrams yet, but that one can at least explore the specifics of the problem for true nondegenerate 2-loop integrals.
On inhibiting assumptions
Since the construction of required identities proves to be extremely cumbersome, one should turn to what can be called "the rule of vertical transcendence of interdisciplinary boundaries": for best results, the boundaries between different levels of the solution must be transparent to the problem solver, because the obstacles that emerge at one level may have optimal solutions at another. This rule is essentially a generalization of the well-documented experience of developing complex software systems [6] . In our case, the levels are as follows:
1) The application level: the understanding of the problem, its formulation, the setup of the corresponding mathematical problems.
2) At the level of mathematics, there is a theoretical part (theorems of existence, etc.) and an implementation part (algorithms, numerical methods, etc.).
3) At the level of programming there is a sublevel of architecture (data structures, the structure of the software system) and a sublevel of coding.
One must keep in view all the above levels in the very cumbersome problem under consideration: to make choices at the level, say, mathematics with a complete understanding of the level of programming, or vice versa, because the inhibitions resulting from implicit assumptions cannot be tolerated at any level.
For example, at the application level one can hear that "only analytical answers will survive in eternity". But significant digits -the final purpose of a computation -are no less enduring. Moreover, analytical answers may be many pages long and expressed in terms of special functions that have yet to be converted to significant digits. Also, some important cases require a piece of code to be built into a Monte Carlo event generator rather than an analytical formula.
There are inhibitions at the level of problem formulation. The reference point here is that one should be able, in the final respect, to produce a numeric answer for an amplitude for given values of masses and momenta. Anything on top of that is a nice but optional bonus.
There are inhibitions due to implicit assumptions at the level of mathematics. Widely spread is a sort of belief in the magic of sophisticated mathematics (Gröbner bases etc.) implemented in powerful computer algebra systems (CAS). However, the sophistication may be a matter of linguistics, and the power carries an overhead due to the semantic gap between the domain specific language and the machine language.
There are inhibitions at the level of programming This is primarily a belief in the power of industrial-strength tools (C++, Java, python …) that actually carry a huge burden of excessive complexity due to the pile-up of patches to correct design errors. There is also an expectation that a CAS would do all the dirty work for one, although a naпve programmer would often simply run into an intermediate blow-up.
Generalized IBP algorithms
The IBP reduction algorithms were discovered long ago [1] and are a standard tool of multiloop calculations. They use special identities to express more complex integrals in terms of simpler ones. One aspect of such algorithms is of interest to us here. In terms of Feynman parametrization (integrals over a standard simplex of 1 L − dimensions where L is the number of lines), the IBP identities connect integrals in such a way that some integrals run over parts of the boundary of the integration region for other integrals. This pattern emerges in the generalized IBP algorithms as well.
In the 1950's, Gelfand et al. introduced [8] analytic continuation to negative non-integer µ for expressions of the form X µ treated as generalized functions, via integration by parts. For dimensional regularization (which is related to such analytic continuation, cf. [9] ), the integration by parts was used for analytic continuation in [10] .
In 1954, Gelfand proposed a hypothesis that for any polynomial ( ) 0 1 , , P x x … of any number of variables 0 1 , , x x … the complex power ( ) 0 1 , , P x x µ … exists as a generalized function via analytic continuation in µ . Subsequently Bernstein proved [3] that for any such P there exists a finite-order differential operator ( )
One can say that the operator D decreases the power of P by one. The coefficients of D are polynomials of , i x µ . The essence of Bernstein's proof is that if one takes polynomials P and b of increasing degrees with unknown coefficients, then, after reducing the identity to a homogeneous linear system, the number of unknowns grows faster than the number of equations, whereas the differentiations ensure a mixing of monomials of different original degrees with respect to x , so that with sufficiently large degrees of P with respect to , ,
i i
x µ ∂ , the system saturates and begins to have non-zero solutions.
For applications to calculation of multiloop integrals one needs a (trivial) generalization of eq. (1) to the case of several polynomials P i :
Standard integrals with two or more loops at 4 d ≠ have two such polynomials: one that depends only on the topology of the corresponding Feynman diagram and another one that is a linear combination of dimensional kinematical parameters, i.e. scalar products of external momenta, masses squared, etc. (In non-scalar models integrands contain yet another polynomial as a pre-factor for the product but its presence affects neither the identities (2), nor the principle of their use.)
The generalized IBP reduction consists in applying the formula several times, replacing the product of two polynomials raised to complex powers by the left hand side of eq. (2) and getting rid of derivatives via integration by parts. As a result, the powers of the polynomials are raised to values that are safe for numerical integration, whereas the boundary terms that are generated by the integration by parts, will be integrals over parts of the boundary of the original simplex, as in the case of the conventional IBP algorithms.
The main problem
For interesting applications to perturbative quantum field theory it is necessary to find ways to construct the operator D for a given pair of polynomials P . Since there is only an existence theorem of unspecific nature for D , it is natural to search for a solution using the method of undetermined coefficients: first one makes an assumption about the degrees of D with respect to i ∂ and i x , then D is written out with undetermined coefficients, finally eq. (2) is reduced to a system of homogeneous linear equations for the undetermined coefficients. Bernsteins's result guarantees that, starting from sufficiently large degrees of D , the system will have non-zero solutions with ( ) 0 b µ ≠ .
For one-loop integrals, the topological polynomial degenerates into 1, whereas the kinematical one is quadratic in x , and the solution for D can be written out in an explicit form [2] . This special case proved to be useful for some 2-loop calculations, see [4] .
Example from GRACE
The GRACE collaboration presented [5] first non-trivial examples related to 2-loop integrals, but only with one, kinematic polynomial: If one cancels the cumbersome common factor in the results of [5] , then D takes the following simple form (note that it is much easier to verify such identities in any general-purpose CAS than to construct them): 
The operator D turned out to be rather simple here. However, the complexity of construction of D for two polynomials is comparable to that for the case of one polynomial which is equal to the product of the two, so that the complexity of the construction greatly increases if the topological polynomial is included into the picture, that has a second degree in the 2-loop case.
We have found a calculational scheme that allows one to construct the operators D quite efficiently at least for the simpler of the non-degenerate 2-loop cases. Below we outline the scheme bottom-up, starting from the coding level.
The coding level
Our choice of implementation language is a popular dialect of the Oberon family [11] called Component Pascal [12]. This calls for some comments in addition to the earlier accounts [13] , because the inhibitions due to the mainstream obfuscation around programming languages are huge (it is fair to say, disastrous), and the Oberon message of simplicity and minimalism confronts the mainstream views of programming at a deep level.
Oberon is an ultimate refinement of Pascal via Modula-2 by the only Turing Award winner who won the prize for language design. It is a minimalistic lucid general-purpose imperative language that presents a meticulously designed concert of basic constructs (including a polymorphic record extension which is a generic prerequisite for object-oriented programming) allowing an instantaneous single-pass modular compilation into a clean safe machine code. The essential strict static type safety, including strict type control across module boundaries, is extended to dynamic records in such a way as to enable automatic garbage collection with no overhead for the old school fortran-type programs. The type-safe dynamic (un)loading of separately compiled modules provides for a flexible incremental development cycle with an interactive look-and-feel, and a superb protection without getting in the programmer's way and eliminating the need for extraneous tools, ensuring a smooth and segviol-free design, growth and evolution of programs without loss of run-time efficiency.
This explains why Oberon's position among imperative programming languages is compared to that of the decimal positional notation among the multitude of bizarre numeric notations invented by humankind [14] , and why Oberon is sometimes called Ultra Pascal from "nec plus ultra"; cf. the testimony of a Golang co-creator [15] .
The net effect is that there is a growing number of examples (usually involving independent small teams tackling demanding applications), where switching to Oberon resulted in an order of magnitude or greater increase in programmers' productivity [16] , thus refuting Brook's famous mantra [17] . In particular, the Oberon world is free from both the agony of obscure compilation errors and the curse of memory faults that are painfully familiar to C/C++ programmers. One cannot overestimate such a safety, achieved without compromising the efficiency of a true compiled language, in large-scale computer algebra problems.
The level of computer algebra
We have been using a minimalistic CAS engine that evolved from the framework BEAR v.2 which was successfully used in the rather cumbersome calculations for b-quark decays [18] . In the new version 3 the interfaces and the core algorithms changed enough to justify a renaming; the engine is now called Gulo (Latin for wolverine). It is still a very small framework, designed so as to not limit the programmer in regard of either data representation or expression size, and to allow them to control memory and files allocations to any desired degree of detail, while hiding such details in the default case. For the problems we discuss here, the designer must have a full control over data representation (often a few contiguous bytes suffice where a conventional CAS would use up many scattered words); over sort and arithmetic algorithms; etc. The Gulo framework (as was the case with BEAR) allows one to separate the algebraic logic and the data representation, without blocking way for further optimizations. The new version is rather more efficient with very large expressions. Within its design requirements, it appears to be optimal and to cooperate nicely with the OS file caching mechanics, thus precluding a potential bottleneck.
The second software component deals with the solving of systems of linear equations that emerge in the IBP algorithms, including the generalized case discussed here. Zipper2 is a new version of Zipper that was used in the calculations of [18] . It is basically a solver of large systems of homogeneous linear equations with modifications. As mentioned above, the starting point was the Gauss type algorithms that we optimize based on statistics and a study of the algorithms formulated in terms of higher-level concepts (Gröbner bases etc.). The combination Gulo+Zipper2 is rather more efficient on bigger problems than the old one, BEAR+Zipper, even though the old version was 8 times faster in tests conducted within the project [18] than a competing software written in C++.
The Gauss-type algorithms contain two phases, a forward pass and a backward pass.
The higher-level mathematical methods add a level of organization to these passes by using information about specific algebraic structures in the original problem. We work at a lower level and employ optimizations, so the separation into two phases is somewhat blurred. As a rule of thumb, both phases are similarly cumbersome, with a serious blow-up occurring around the middle. However, we found a trick, which we call R-trick, that essentially eliminates the second phase by relinquishing the task of construction of a general solution (another potential inhibition among many in this problem), with a significant speed gain.
Since we work at a lower level than the algebra of polynomials, the R-trick is formulated accordingly, and we have not found a purely mathematical interpretation for it yet.
The second important mathematical optimization concerns the arithmetic of numerical coefficients. There is a wide room for experimentation here. (Note that such experimentation is hard if not impossible with C++, because it requires playing with data definitions freely, which would be an agony without all the safety features of Oberon.
Lastly, we have barely touched the options for storage optimization that are available in Gulo and Zipper2; significant optimization resources remain untapped.
Partial D-operators
The third optimization is to drop the idea of constructing general D-operators that lower the powers of all polynomials in the product simultaneously as in eq. (2), in favour of the so-called partial operators that affect the power of only one factor:
Two such partial operators can be composed into a complete one that satisfies (2):
The point is, the system of equations for a partial operator does not look simpler than the one for the complete operator. Moreover, one does not a priori expect that the simplest complete operators (i.e. the ones with lowest degrees in x and ∂ ) can be represented as compositions of partial ones. But the case turns out to be exactly that: the partial operators look in regard of overall complexity like factors of the complete ones and are found correspondingly faster. On top of that, the loop integrands in models with non-scalar particles have the two polynomials raised to different powers in different terms, so it is advantageous to raise the power of only one polynomial if the corresponding D-operator is simpler.
First examples of 2-loop D-operators
The described optimizations at the three levels resulted in a speedup by several orders of magnitude compared with the older versions based on the software (BEAR v.2 + Zipper) that was by no means slow given the calculations done with it. The net effect is that it has proved possible to construct D-operators for the first true 2-loop integrals, and to do it rather efficiently. The simplest pair of polynomials corresponds to the "sunset" topology (cf. the 2-loop self-energy of the model [20] .
Conclusions
A surprising number of substantial optimizations have come up in this extremely cumbersome problem. As a result, the efficiency increased by several orders of magnitude compared with a previous version based on the software that was already rather more efficient than general purpose CASes. This paves way to problems of the next stage: the construction of D-operators for 2-loop integrals with more complex topologies (with a larger number of variables i x ), a systematic integrand simplification based on such D-operators, and a design of dedicated integration routines. One would, by simple extrapolation, expect more clever tricks to be discovered. In particular, the disk storage optimization options already available have practically not been employed yet. They are most effective for larger problems, and this appears to be a significant reserve.
Appendix 1
Example of partial D-operators for the 2-loop "sunset" topology for The two polynomials are as follows:
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The partial operator 1 D and the corresponding polynomial 1 b are: 
